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Federated Mountain Clubs of New Zealand (Inc.), established in 1931, is  New Zealand's national 
advocate for trampers, walkers, climbers, mountain bikers, kayakers and mountaineers. As well as 
being a voice for backcountry recreation, FMC fights for full public ownership and control of 
mountainous lands with high conservation values. The Federation also advocates for free public 
access to parks, protected lands and the coast. Currently there are around 12,000 members, and 
membership is available to individuals as well as clubs. 
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The South Island high country is a place that has long pastoralism is not a long-term sustainable use of the land. 
inspired the imagination of New Zealanders. These high 
altitude lands - some 9% of the country - lie in the eastern 
foothills of the Southern Alps, across the uplands of 
Canterbury, Otago and Southland, and in the ranges of 
inland Marlborough. They are places where the climate is 

harsh, places where the land is mountainous and often 
unstable.  laces where onlv hardv - and often unioue - , , 
creatures and plants can survive. Tussockdominates much 
of the landscape, but there are also large areas of beech 
forest, subalpine shrublands, high mountain herbfields, and 
delicate wetlands. As sites for back country recreation - 
climbing, tramping, hunting, mountain biking, fishing and 
skiing- they are often outstanding. 

The high country is  also renowned for sheep farming - 
predominantly merino. Much of it - some 2.2 million 
hectares, including many of the high country stations - is 

actually owned by the Crown. These enormous runs, known 
as "pastoral leases" are land owned by all New Zealanders 
but leased to run-holders or "pastoral lessees". 

For a century and a half the high country has been used for 
pastoralism, resulting in many benefits: economic, social 
and cultural. Butthere have been significantcosts too, many 
ofthem environmental. Sheep have in recent decades been 
slowly disappearingfrom the mountains, and now it is time 
to move on. I t  is now clear that much high country 

Parliament has led the way, by providing the device of 
"tenure review" in the Crown Pastoral Lands Act 1998. We, 
the Federated Mountain Clubs of New Zealand (FMC) 
believe that now is the time to unlock the value of the high 
country. Much land at present committed to pastoralism 
should be allocated to a range of more appropriate uses. 

Some of the lower, more productive land can be made 
freehold, and then farmed or otherwise used as their owners 
please. But much pastoral lease land, particularly the higher 
country, has little or no pastoral value. This land's greatest 
values are for conservation and recreation. In most cases 
tenure review can be accomplished to the mutual benefit 
of all parties. The run-holder gains freehold rights to the 
developed, more accessible terrain, and the public secures 
the higher land for conservation and recreation. 

The high country's landscapes may seem eternally enduring, 
but change has been a constant here as elsewhere, from 
the time of the first fires of the moa-hunters. FMC believes 
that there is now a unique and perhaps never to be repeated 
opportunity to change things for the better. 

This publication outlines briefly the histoty of pastoral leases, 
what their currentstatus is, and FMC'svision for how these 
-the last of New Zealand's public lands to be rationalised - 
can be reallocated according to their appropriate values. 



There is undeniable romance in the history of our high 
country stations, something many books have celebrated; 
including such well-known titles as 'The Tall Tussock', 
'Grand Hills for Sheep', 'Wayleggo', 'Many a Glorious 
Morning', 'Kingdom in the Hills', and most notably, 'A River 
Rules My Life'. All record a grand era: the shepherd and 
musteringdogwill long linger asan inspiring ideal of vigour, 

hardiness, resourcefulness and freedom. 

The life of a high country shepherd, Samuel Butler wrote, 
was a "mixture of that of a dog and that of an emperor"; in 
part dirt, drudgery, danger and exhaustion, in part an 
incomparable freedom and exultation in a glorious world. 
The rivers ran swift, roaringand braided, the tussock rippled 
in the nor-wester, the kea cried in the snow. ltwas a life for 
folk with virtues of heart and sinew, where love of empty 
places made loneliness a word without meaning. 

A whole new world lay in the hills awaiting discovery by 
the first squatters. Gentlemen, soldiers, lawyers, tradesmen, 
parsons and shepherd farmers pushed up the rivers and 
over the saddles, saw opportunities and wrote their names 
in the land book. The lucky ones grew rich. Butthere were 
frosts and great snows, floods and always the nor-westers. 
There was the dreaded sheep disease scab, and then rabbits. 
Men and women died of drowning, exposure, accidents 
and sickness. and doctors were far and few. If high countrv 

I 
A River Rules my 

Life by Mona 

Anderson, recorded 

high country life on  

Mt Algidus Station, 

in the Canterbury's 

Wilberforce Valley. 

It was first published 

in 1963 and went 

on t o  sell more than 

100,000 copies. m 

virtues were real, i t  was real hardship and tragedy that made 
them so. 

Burning, overgrazing, weeds, pests and loss of fertility have 
changed the high country. The world has changed too. The 
lowland runs were divided into smaller farms many years 
ago. Rationalisation by tenure review is but another step in 
our slow discovery of how best we can live in this high, 
often fragile land. 



Pastoral leases, however, persisted in the high country 
because runholders were reluctant to buy large areas of 
marginal land and government became aware of the need 
to keep residual control. The system remained fluid. 
Government could and did remove land from leases, 
principally alpine land incapable of any grazing and forests 
which were reserved for other purposes. On occasions 
government also changed boundaries and re-allocated land. 
For example Canterbury's Clenthorne Station used to 
extend into the upper Wilberforce Valley right up to 
Browning Pass, but at some time the top 10-1 5 kilometres 
of the lease were removed from the lease. 

Land degradation became a recognised problem and lack 
of security of tenure was seen to be the cause. Significant 
change came with the 1948 Land Act, which attempted to 
solve the problem of land degradation. Runholders were 
given perpetual leases and required to practise good 
husbandry. They have a right to graze but no right to the 
soil so cultivation and planting need specific consents. Also 
under the Land Act, runholders' trespass rights were also 
confirmed. The new system gave them strong property rights 

Pastoral occupation in New Zealand's high country has 2 2 z 
existed since the pioneeringdays of provincial government 0 6 
in the 19th century. The Wakefield colonisation model, n - 

g i5 
z - 

that applied in Canterbury, Nelson, Marlborough and t o  a I g 
lesser extent in Otago and Southland, depended on sale of 2 .g 
land on afreehold basis at a "sufficient price" to fund public F z 8 
works. However new settlers were reluctant to sink their 5 8 
limited capital in land distant from the new towns, and .! 

8 9 
provincial governments were compelled to lease it instead. 1 3  2 
As a consequence, much of the South Island became which were often sold and on-sold at increasingly escalating m 

leasehold, leading to a society comprising mainly a small prices. In effect, the 1948 Land Act changed temporary 
oligarchy of landholders and a body of wageworkers. The tenure of pastoral leases into permanent tenure. 
Seddon government (1893-1906) broke this mould and 

However, the changes resultingfrom the Land Act produced 
gradually established the pattern of small farms and better 

only relative inlprovements in grazing regimes and provided 
working conditions that became the New Zealand norm 

no basisfor protectingand managingthe wider public values 
for most of the 20th century. 

of the land. At the same time, the new catchment boards 

Tw NOKOM*, V ~ ~ ~ T O R A L  LEASE, ON THE WESTERN SIM OF THE CARVIE 
MOUNTAINS IN OTACO, CONTAINS THESE FRAGILE WETLANDS, WHICH ARE CLEARLY 

UNSUITABLE FOR CRMINC. PAST C W l N G  HA5 REDUCED THE FORMER EXTENSIVE 

COVER OF PALATABLE CHIONOCHLOA MCRA TUSSOCKS TO REMNANTS. 

PHOTO: KELVIN LLOYD 
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addressed soil and water problems with run plans. These 
offered runholders subsidies for developing the better land 
in leases in exchange for retiring the more marginal land 
from grazing. The question of whether retired land should 
be removed from leases became controversial. 

In 1970s growing public concern about these problems 

arose, with NGOs such as FMC and Forest & Bird taking a 
leading part. In addition, a growing number of lessees did 
not want to be locked into pastoralism, and wished to gain 
freehold title for the lower, more productive land. As a 
consequence, some pastoral leases were voluntarily divided 
up into land over which the lessee acquired freehold title, 
and higher land with significant conservation value that 
reverted to full Crown control (now managed by the 
Department of Conservation or DoC). 

However there was concern that the 1948 Land Act did 
not adequately provide for these changes. In particular, it 
contained no provisions for protection of cultural, 
ecological, historical, recreational or scientific values. The 
Crown Pastoral Land Act 1998 (CPL Act) was enacted in 
response to these concerns. 

This Act established a specific process for tenure review of 
pastoral leases. Land of significant conservation and 
recreation values is preferably restored to full Crown 
ownership and control, while productive land may be 
freeholded. For the lessee these changes can mean 
substantial benefits - the ability to use productive land in 
ways other than pastoralism - for example vineyards. 

Currently, there are around 300 pastoral leases, covering 
some 2.2 million hectares of Crown land (or roughly 9% of 
New Zealand's land area). These leases cover much of the 
South Island high country east of the Main Divide from the 
Wairau River in Marlborough in the north to the Takatimu 
Mountains in the south. 



Crazing high country lands has had environmental impacts, often resulting in nutrient depletion, ecosystem degradation, 
erosion, and invasion by pests and weeds. Practices such as burning and over-grazing have often exacerbated these impacts. 

4A NUTRIENT DEPLETION 4~ BURNING AND WEED ~NVASION 
Farmers on highly fertile land know thatthey can continue 
to produce well into the future provided they renourish 
the land using fertilisers and adopt practices such as 
rotational grazing. However, many high country lands 
present a different situation. They are steep, often unstable, 
and suffer severe weather extremes ranging from long 
periods of drought to periodic deluges of rain, months of 
winter frost and snow to long, hot windy summers. 

v 

High country pastoral leases produced valuable amounts 
of wool for many decades but the land has always been of 
low fertilityand often with insufficient reserves to maintain 
continued grazing. Regular removal of essential nutrients 
in vegetation and products such as meat and wool without 
replacingthose minerals (particularly nitrogen and sulphur) 
causes depletion of high countrysoils. Even small net losses 
are cumulative over many years and cannot be sustained 
indefinitely. While over-sowing with superphosphate and 
trace elements can redress this imbalance on lower lands, 
fluctuating wool prices meant that fertilising often proved 
too costly for the higher and steeper country. As a result, 
much high country land is not being managed in a way that 
is ecologically sustainable. 

One conclusion from a 1994 report on pastoral use of the 
high country "Review of the South Island High Country" 
(Martin et al) clearly stated this: "We are convinced that a 
decline in soil condition is very likely to be occurring on 
the unimproved lands. In the longterm the pastoral use of 
extensive areas of the South Island high country (about 80%) 

isunlikely to be sustainable." Underthe termsofthe Crown 
Pastoral Land Act such land should not become freehold. 

Native high country plants vary in palatability from choice 
herbs and small grasses to the less palatable talllsnow large 
tussocks. Naturally sheep targeted the more palatable plants. 
The taller plants, which flourished in the relatively harsh 
environment and sheltered the smaller plants, were not 
palatable to sheep unless burned, which induced new 
shoots to grow. 

Fires have been used as a management tool in the high 
country since the days of early European settlement. Afast 
fire, burning off the dry tops of tussocks while snow lies on 
the ground, would do little damage to the total vegetation. 
However, the more usual slow burning fires destroyed all 
but crowns of the tall tussocks. Low growing plants suffered, 
and the organic matter sheltered by the tussocks was also 
reduced. Crazing of the fresh growth exacerbated the 
damage, as the production of newgreen tissue is the plant's 
natural recovery mechanism to replenish its reserves. 

As a result, many areas of high altitude tussock grassland 
became severely degraded, with the former tussock 
grassland being replaced by expanses of unpalatable species 
such as spaniard (Aciphylla spp). Weeds like gorse, broom, 
briar and hawkweed (Hieracium) have the ability to grow 
in depleted soils, and nutrient loss is a large part of the 
reason for their spread in the lower country below 1 OOOm 

Some trees, such as poplars and macrocarpa, can effectively 
be planted as shelterbelts to protect soils in some areas. 
However, other trees, notably Lodgepole Pine (Pinus 
contorts) and European larch, are now recognised as fast 
spreading weeds in some high country areas. 

BURNED, CRAZED TUSSOCK GRASSLAND IN THE BACKGROUND. PHOTO: KELVIN LLOYD 
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Later, to avoid dependence on fires, high country farms 
were stocked with cattle to chew down the top roughage. 
However, cattle can pug and dry out hillside flushes, start 
slips by tracking, and grossly pollute small streams. 
Particularly vulnerable to damage from cattle are wetlands. 

For these reasons FMC believes it makes good economic 
sense to use the better (lower) country for more intensive 
production and retire the higher, more unproductive 
country for more appropriate uses such as consetvation and 
recreation. 
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Tenure review is the process by which pastoral leases can 
be rationalised into their most appropriate uses. It is a formal 
consultative process between the lessee and the Crown. 
Also involved are the Department of Conservation and often 
other interested groups (such as FMC, Forest and Bird and 
Public Access NZ). The outcome is hopefully a better result 
for all, whereby the lessee gains freehold title to the lower 
productive land, and the Crown gains full control over 
higher lands with good conservation and recreation values. 

These principles are clearly stated in the Crown Pastoral 
Land (CPL) Act of 1998: "To promote the management of 
reviewable land in a way that is ecologically sustainable" 
and "to enable reviewable land capable of economic use 
to be freed from management constraints resulting from its 

tenure ..." 

"To enable the protection of the significant inherent value 
of reviewable land by (i) the creation of protective 
mechanisms; or (preferably) (ii) by the restoration of the 
land concerned to full Crown ownership and control." 

"To make easier the securing of public access to and 
enjoyment of reviewable land." 

The land with high conservation and recreation values could 
form important additions to existing national parks or 
become part of high country parks under the control of the 
Department of Conservation (DoC). FMC believes that a 
large proportion ofthe 2.2 million hectares of pastoral leases 
could become part of this public conservation estate, with 
the balance becoming freehold. 

asically the tenure r d e w  p e s ? i  offecsa mechanism 
r separating the private and values of pastoral 

hold land. It should be a balanced approach that 
gn iw the rights of both and results in a widwin 

mhe s t e p  to coinpietinga tenure rwiew are as follows: 

. The pastoral lessee duntarily offers hisher base 
k to the Crown under the CPL Act for review. 

The Commissioner of Crown Lands arranges with 
staff and contractors (DTZ, Quotable Value, Opus) 

LlNZ (Land Information New Zealand) and 
mnent of Conservation (Don staff for an 'early 
ing meeting,' Interested NGOs, inciuding FMC, 
t sl Bird and PAN2 (Public A m m  New Zealand), 

supplied with maps and information about the Lease 
for wiew, and imited to express their hopes and 

iratiom fur tenure review outcomes. 

staff cany out a survey of the proylerty to identify 
of high conmation, landrape and recreation 

ue, and recommend these for protection. 

. The interested parties above make their own 
e public interest in the 

FMC would anefs the outdoor 
& Bird would assess natural 

servation values. Each group would make 
ndations about what parts o f h  lease should 

protected with full Crown ownership. They would 
comment on desirable accescways for the public, 

rips along watefways. The 
me Council have a statutorj 
and hunting values as part 

LlNZ and DoC staff discuss the recommendations 
if agreement is reached, the 

tcorne i s  publicly notified through the newspapers. 
e public can then make submissions requesting 

If the lessee is satisfied with the prop~aI, the property 
rough the necessary survey and 

I requirements. The proposal can then be finalised 
signed off by the Commissioner. 

ASSESSING THE VALUES OF A HIGH COUNTRY PASTORAL LWE INVOLVES USUALLY AT LEAST A 

WEEK, WHERE FMC MEMBERS INVESTIGATE BOTH EXISTING AND POTENTIAL RECREATION 

OPWRTUNiTlES IN THE AREA. TRAMPING IS ONE SUCH RECRWTIONAL PURSUIT POSSIBLE IN THE 

RICHARDSON MOUNTAINS WHICH LIE BETWEEN  GO'S REES AND SHOTOVER VALLEYS. 

Pnoro: KELVIN LLOYD 



Two recent examples show how the Tenure Review process can work well. 

Korowai-Torlesse Tussocklands Conservation Park 
In November 2001, New Zealand's first high country park opportunities for cross-country skiing and alpine tramping 

was created in Canterbury. The 22,000-hectare Korowai- in the park, and the area is home to a number of rarer 
Torlesse Tussocklands Conservation Park spans the forested plants adapted to living in a high dry environment. The 

slopes and dry mountainous summits of the Torlesse and park resulted, in part, from land with high conservation and 

Big Ben Ranges, which straddle State Highway 73 in the recreation values coming into full Crown control through 
eastern foothills of the Southern Alps. There are excellent the tenure review process. 

TMPING ON THE BIG BEN RANGE, KOROWAI-TORLESSE TUSSOCKLANDS CONSERVATION PARK, CANTERBURY. PHOTO: SHAUN ~ARNEIT/BLACK ROBIN PHOTOGMPHY 

Te Papanui Tussocklands Conservation Park 
The year 2003 saw the creation of New Zealand's second include the headwaters ofthe Taieri, Teviot, Beaumont and 
high country park, and the first in Otago. The 21,000- Waipori rivers. The ranges provide excellentopportunities 
hectare Te Papanui Tussocklands Conservation Park for cross-country skiing and mountain biking, and are 
includes the Lammerlaw and Lammermoor Ranges east of important for water yield. As with Korowai-Torlesse, tenure 
the Clutha River. Both are part of a rolling upland tussock review of pastoral leases was crucial to the establishment 
plateau situated at about lOOOm above sea level, and of Te Papanui. l 

l 



While the examples of Korowai-Torlesse and Te Papanui clearly show that the tenure review can yield good recreational and 
conservation outcomes, FMC believes that the current process has a number of deficiencies. These are outlined below. 

i. Voluntary Process MUCH HIGH COUNTRY LAND HAS VERY HIGH LANDSCAPE AND SCENIC VALUES, 

AND IS ATTRACTIVE TO OVERSEAS INTERESTS. THE BARRIER RANGE, REFLECTED IN A 

TARN NEAR LAKE OHAU PHOTO: JIM HARDINC/HEDGEHOG HOUSE 

The currenttenure review process depends entirely on the 
goodwill of the lessee. Only lessees can initiate the process, 
andhavingdone so they may withdraw from it atany stage. 
Because current pastoral leases have rights of perpetual 
renewal, some lessees may chose never to submit their 
leases to the Crown for review. Other lessees, after starting 
the process, have subsequently pulled out for a variety of 
reasons, including sale to offshore interests. 

Some leasehold land urgently requires reviewing to meet 
the objectives of the 1998 Crown Pastoral Land Act listed 
overleaf. 

Part of the problem here may lie with the peppercorn rentals interests. 
paid by lessees - often much lower than the market rate 
(these are 2.5% of the value of the land, exclusive of 
modifications or its value for subdivision, commercial or 
industrial use). If rentals were increased to match market 
rates, this could provide added incentive for lessees to enter 
the tenure review process. 

Access i s  another issue. While many lessees have 
traditionally allowed access to the high country for 
recreation (mainly tramping and climbing), there is currently 
no legal obligation for them to do so. Overseas interests 
who purchase a lease may have a much less sympathetic 
attitude to public access than New Zealand lessees. 

FMC believes the government should consider legislation 
changes to (a) enable the Crown to initiate tenure review 

One striking example is that of Lilybank Station in the 

and (b) make a commitment to the process a condition of 
Canterbury high country. The lease for this formerly 
hospitable 27,500-hectare station was sold to Tommy 

any further sale or transfer of a pastoral lease. 
Suharto, son ofthe Indonesian dictator, who was apparently 

ii. Sale of Leases to Overseas Interests unaware of a land improvement agreement that required 
25,500 hectare of mountain lands to be handed back to 

Lessees may sell their leases to other farmers, or indeed to the Crown. After several years of lobbying by FMC, the 

overseas interests. On a number of occasions, saleof a lease land was finally given back in 1996, but not before the 

to overseas interests has resulted in a withdrawal from the station managers had burned down three huts, intimidated 

tenure review process. For this reason, FMC has had a a number of trampers and hunters, and threatened to sue 

longstanding concern about sale of pastoral leases t o  both the Commissioner of Crown Lands (CCL) and 
- Department of Consewat~on. 

The Overseas Investment 
Commlss~on (OICI must 
~nvest~gate sale of pastoral 

1 leases to overseas interests 
before they can be approved. 
However FMC's concern is 
thatthe rules of the OIC are so 
weak that virtually every 
application is approved, with 
the sale ofthe Lilybank pastoral 
lease providing a prime 
example. 



... 
III. Timing 
Under the 1998 CPL Act, the Commissioner of Crown Lands 
(CCL) has absolute control over the number and order of 
tenure reviews that are undertaken, and the urgency and 
resources to be devoted to any particular review. The 
Commissioner, like the lessee, may discontinue the tenure 
review process at any time. 

The CCL is required under the Act to consult the Director 
General of Conservation. However, although the CCL has 
the discretion to consult interested parties (such as FMC) 
his only requirement is to give 40 days notice for such parties 
to make asubmission followingnotification. For avoluntary . 

organization, 40 days i s  very little time in which to 
investigate the recreation and conservation values of the 
property, and to write a submission. Lessees must also allow 
unrestricted access to interested parties like FMC so that 
the public interest i n  the property's recreation and 
conservation values can be established. 

iv. Poor Outcomes 
There is currently no mechanism for independent review 
ofthe CCL's decisions, something FMC believes is necessary. 
This has become particularly apparent with some recent 
tenure review outcomes. Currently some 50.60% of pastoral 
lease land undergoingtenure review is becoming freehold. 
Boundaries of the land becomingfreeholded are frequently 
too high, often above 1200m. Land with important 
recreation, conservation and landscape values is often being 
freeholded. FMC believes that far too much land is 
becomingfreeholded, and the public interest is often being 
ignored. 

For example, tenure review of Otago's Glen Nevis pastoral 
lease (near Queenstown) resulted in land up to 1678m on 
the Hector Range becoming freehold. This despite the fact 
that the Hector Mountains have high conservation, 
landscape and recreation values. 
Official reports had also expressed 
concern that continued grazingon the 
Hector Mountains was ecologically 
unsustainable. FMC believes this land 
should be retired from grazing and 
become part of the conservation estate 
under full Crown ownership and 
control. 

Where significant inherent values are. 
not being protected, the public 
interest i s  clearly not  being 
represented. While FMC would first 
like to see much better outcomes 
resultina, there should be an 

v. Priorities 
Creation of high country conservation parks with sensible 
boundaries is often dependent on tenure review being 
completed on several adjacent pastoral leases. In some cases 
establishment of conservation parks rests on only one or 
two remaining pastoral leases completing the tenure review 
process. FMC believes priority should be given to reviewing 
such leases. 

There may also be a strong case for prioritising review of 
particular leases that are associated with outstanding 
conservation and recreation opportunities. Examples 
include the S t  lames and Birchwood Stations (see Case 
Studies 5C and 7B on following pages). Alternatively, 
funding should be available for whole property purchases. 

vi. Access 
Runholders control trespass on their lease, and many have 
an excellent tradition of providing access for trampers and 
climbers. However, there is a clear need to ensure public 
access to conservation land after the tenure review process 
is completed. Often access will be required across freehold 
land to reach the higher conservation land beyond. 
Although access is an obligation of the CPL Act, the access 
routes resultingfrom tenure review are not always adequate 
or sensible. For example, the negotiated access resulting 
from tenure review is sometimes up a steep fenceline rather 
than on farm tracks with better gradients. There have been 
extreme situations where the designated access is over 
impassable terrain! This i s  a particular problem in  
Canterbury, where only one access route may be made 
available to a whole catchment, when clearly two or three 
are needed. The most secure means of creating public 
access is designation of a public road. 

ACCESS TO MOUNTAIN LANDS LIKE THIS CAMPSITE IN OTAGO'S HUNTER VALLEY, IS 

OFTEN DEPENDENT ON THE GOODWILL OF A LESSEE WHO H N  TRESPNS RIGHTS OVER 

THE LOWER COUNTRY. PHOTO: SHAUN BARNCIT/~LACK ROBIN PHOTOGPAPHY 

-. 

independent mechanism for review of 
poor outcomes. 



vii. Resources 
Prior to the 1998 CPL Act, 'unofficial' tenure reviews were 
taking up to five years to complete, and it was hoped that 
the new Act would speed up the process. Subsequently a 
considerable amount of time was spent developing new 
standards for tenure review to comply with the CPL Act. 
While this was necessary, it caused a complete halt in tenure 
reviews, and any unapproved proposals had to go back to 

step one. 

Ironically, not a single tenure review was completed for 
two years after the passing of legislation designed to speed 
up the process Uuly 1998 -June 2000). 

However, since then a large number of properties have 
entered the tenure review process. At the time of writing, 
over 165 (or more than 55%) of the remaining pastoral leases 
are now in the tenure review programme. In fact there are . 
currently so many, that interested public groups like FMC 
and Forest & Bird are fully stretched even to visit the 

properties in order to make their submissions. 

In the past there was some funding made available to FMC 
through Lotteries to enable a reasonably thorough 
investigation of a property's recreation values, which can 
take a week or more. However, currently there are no 
resources available to FMC or other interested parties to 
undertake these investigations. FMC is heavily dependent 
on a number of willing volunteers to undertake this work. 

Resources also need to be made available to groups like 
FMC and F&B to enable them to make a thorough 
assessment of the recreational, conservation and landscape 
values of a pastoral lease and to recommend outcomes that 
relate to neighbouring properties. At present each and every 
lease is reviewed in isolation from its neighbours and an 
integrated process is lacking. Avision for the best long-term 
outcomes of entire geographic areas (such as mountain 
ranges) is urgently needed. 

1 5C. CASE STUDY OF BIRCHWOOD STATION A TRAMPER DESCENDS TOWARDS THE HVlD OF THE 

AHURIRI VALLEY NEAR MT WYN IRWIN. PHOTO: 

floor, its substantial areas of beech forest, and eroded mountain flanks. 

The former Waitaki Catchment Commission surveys of the area indicated that 
16,895 hectares or 80% of the lease was unsuitable for pastoral use. They stated 
that 4,485 hectares or 18% of the lease had severe limitations to pastoral use 
and the balance had slight-to-severe limitations to any sustainable use. 

In 1987 the Queen Elizabeth II National Trust moved to place a whole property 
covenant over the lease. But after this was vigorously opposed by FMC, because \ 
it would have effectively protected nothing, the Trust withdrew its proposal. 
Protected Natural Area (PNA) surveys recommended substantial areas of the 
lease should be given protection but no further action resulted. i 
As a result, stock continue to damage forest margins, preventing regeneration 
along the forest edges, trample fish spawning streams, destroy important wetland 
communities and pollute the waterways despite a National Water Conservation 
Order over the Ahuriri River. 

Public access through the lease has often (but not always) been problematic, 
despite the presence of a public road. The Ahuriri Valley provides some 
outstandingopportunitiesfor recreation. The lower valley isattractive for mountain biking, while the upper valley contains 
some excellent tramping and huntingwith four public huts (Ahuriri Base, Shamrock, Hagen's, Top huts). More challenging 
trans-alpine trips are also possible by crossing from the Ahuriri over several high passes into the neighbouring Hunter, 
South Huxley, Maitland and South Temple valleys. Mounts Barth and Huxley form the main attraction for climbers, and 
the recent second edition of the climbing guidebook Barron Saddle - Mt Brewster by Ross Cullen (NZAC 2002) lists 
some 16 established routes on these and other mountains in the valley, plus it suggests a number of unclimbed routes. 

In FMC's view, Birchwood Station is a prime example of a pastoral lease with very high conservation and recreation 
values, but only limited area (if any) capable of sustainable pastoral use. FMC believes thatthe whole propertyshould be 
resumed by the Crown and gazetted as conservation land, with recreation access for the public. 



COUNTRY PASTORAL LEASE LAND 
South Island pastoral leasehold lands are notable for the herbfield and 
widespread high country areas covered by tussock fellfield in the 
grasslands and screes; braided rivers and wetlands; beech alpine zone. 
forests and shrublands. Extensive areas contain very high 
conservation values. The common perception is that most 
of these values are restricted to the higher country, but some 
leases retain very important elements of endangered 
lowland ecosystems, such as wetlands and shrublands. The 
high country varies considerably along north-south and east- 
west gradients, largely due to changes in geology and rainfall. 

In southern Marlborough, pastoral leases cover extensive 
greywacke mountain systems providing habitats that support 
the most diverse scree flora in New Zealand. About 50 
vascular plant species are endemic to this area, and 50 
nationally threatened plant species are present here. The 
dry, non-glaciated eastern systems are particularly important 
for native daisies, brooms and hebes. This area is also home 
to a high diversity of native lizards and is a stronghold for 
the NZ falcon, as well as supporting an eastern outlier of 
kea. The Kaikoura Ranges are the highest mountains east 
of the Southern Alps. Nationally endangered ephemeral 
wetlands are particularly well represented in high inland 
basins. Further west, higher rainfall permits the 
establishment of red tussockvalley floor grasslands and snow 
tussock grasslands in the alpine zone, as well as herbfields 
and fellfields. Small areas of mountain beech have colonised 
from the west since the last glaciation, and endangered 
plants such as mistletoes and the rare Pittosporum patulum 
are present. 

The Canterbury high country i s  dominated by tall, 
extensively glaciated, greywacke mountain ranges including 
the main axial ranges ofthe Southern Alpsand their eastern 
outliers. Braided river valleys dominate intermontane valleys 
and support distinctive plantcommunities that have evolved 
to cope with frequent disturbance. These braided river 

systems also provide 
important feeding and 
breeding grounds for a 
wide range of bird species 
including the black stilt, 
wrybill, black-fronted 
dotterel, pied oyster- 
catcher, black-fronted 

I 
tern and black-billed gull. 
Extensive areas of beech 
forest are present on  
mountain flanks, wi th 
alpine tussock grassland, 

h IN THE DRIER, EASTERN 

HIGH COUNTRY, LIKE THIS PENWIPER PLANT, (NOTHOTHIASPI 
nosuuru~) RAGLAND RANGES, MARLBOROUGH. 
PHOTO: STEVE BAKEPJBLACK ROBIN PHOTOGMPHY 

FREEDOM 

Valley floors and intermontane basins support important 
wetland systems. The Ahuriri Valley, near Lindis Pass, is 
one of the best remaining examples of a high country 
braided river valley in which a full range of relatively intact 
indigenous ecosystems occurs. The limestone outcrops of 
the Castle Hill basin are a notable exception to the 

dominance of greywacke, and support a distinctive , 

vegetation that includes rare plants. 

In Otago, pastoral leases extend from near the Main Divide 
in the west to the eastern block-faulted ranges of Central 
Otago, within an hour'sdriveof Dunedin. Mostofthisarea 
lies on schist bedrock and supports a greater vegetation 
cover than the erodible greywacke mountainsfurther north. 
Much of this country has a highly dissected topography, 
providing a variety of habitats including rock tors that offer 
favourable habitats for native lizards, including Otago's two 
species of giant skink. Alpine wetlands are extensive and 
abundant, and streams in the upper Taieri catchment are 
notable for the presence of several species of native galaxiid 
fish. Glacial landforms are common in the west. Dense tall 
tussock grasslands are widespread on upland areas and are 
very important for water yield. On exposed range tops, 
intricate cushion plant communities show how extreme 
climate can cause morphological convergence among 
distantly related genera. Many endemicspecies are present. 
Pastoral leases in Otago often descend to lower altitudes 
where remnant native shrublands provide important 
habitats for a diverse range of native invertebrates. 

South of Lake Wakatipu, pastoral leasehold land includes 
parts of the Eyre Mountains, a biodiversity hotspot with 
respectto scree plants and invertebrates. Two plant species 
(the daisy Celmisia philocremna and buttercup Ranunculus 
scrithalis) are found nowhere else. In northern Southland, 
the Carvie Mountains can be likened to those of Fiordland, 
with tremendous cliffs rising above cirque basins. In fact, 
some Fiordland plants reach their eastern limit here. 
Extensive patterned mire systems occur nearby. All of this 
country is under pastoral leasehold tenure. Pastoral leases 
in the Te Anau area include areas of lowland red tussock 
grassland as well as lowland wetlands and lichenfields. 

It is not well known but there are two pastoral leases in the 
lower Cascade Valley in South Westland. These are the 
only pastoral leases on the west coast and interrupt an 
ecological sequence that extends from the headwaters of 
the Cascade River to the sea. 



Extending virtually unbroken along the eastern side of the MOUNTAIN BIKERS ON THE PISA RANGE, OTAGO. THERE IS ENORMOUS SCOPE FOR 

MOUNTAIN BIKING IN MANY ARMS CURRENILY PART OF PNTOL" '-"'S. 

Southern Alps from the Wairau Valley in the north to the PHOTO: TONV BRUMIHEOGEHO L 

Takatimu Mountains in the south, pastoral lease lands 

contain some of New Zealand's most outstanding mountain 
landscapes - \as[ expanses of tawny tussock grabsland, 
braided rivers, large glacial lakes, beech-clad valleys and 
scree-scarred mountain peaks up to 2800m in altitude. 

For over 100 years these lands have provided some of the 
most popular terrain in the country for mountaineering, 
tramping, skiing, hunting, fishing and horse-trekking along 
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with more recent recreational activities like kayaking, rafting, 
and mountain-biking. However, in contrast to other 
mountain regions in New Zealand where the majority of 
the terrain is public conservation land to which the public 
has freedom of entry and access, high country pastoral lease 
lands are effectively managed as private farming estates. 
That means there are no guarantees of protection for their 
often-high intrinsic (or natural) values. And while 

TMPERS ENJOYING A DAY OUT ON THE TORLESSE RANGE IN THE NEW 

KOROWAI-ToRLESsr T u s s o c ~ u ~ o s  CONSERVATION P~RK,  CANTERBURY. 
PHOTO: STEVE BAKE&~CK ROBN PHOTOWHY 

With the opening of the Korowai/Torlesse and Te Papanui 
Tussocklands conservation Parks, the first of these parks 
became a reality. FMC is hopeful that several others will 
follow over the next few years as tenure review continues 

to gather momentum. 

These new 'high country parks' will provide a major 
expansion of public back country recreational opportunities. 
Mostwill be more accessible to the main population centres 
ofthe eastern South Island than many of the present national 

and forest parks, and hence more readily available for day 
excursions. The new Korowai-Torlesse Tussocklands 
conservation Park, for example, is only about half the distance 
from Christchurch of Arthur's Pass National Park or Lake 
Sumner Forest Park. Te Papanui Tussocklands Conservation 
Park is less than two hours drive from Dunedin, again half 
the distance to Fiordland or M t  Aspiring national parks. 

The likelihood of adverse weather also decreases rapidly . . 
as you move away east of the Main Divide. And because 
many pastoral lease lands have been farmed for more than 
a 100 years, they can regular11 accotnmodate activities 
which may be considered iriappropriate in more remote 

traditionally high country lessees have allowed the public and pristine areas. There are, for example, thousands of 
recreational access, increasingly frequently lessees are 
exercising their rights to deny or limit public access. 

Areas of high recreational value in which pastoral leases 
remain the dominant form of tenure include the Seaward 
and Inland Kaikoura ranges, the whole of the eastern side 
of the Spenser Mountains north of the Lewis Pass, the 
Arrowsmith, Two Thumb and Ben Ohau ranges, large tracts 
of the Hopkins, Huxley, Ahuriri and Hunter valleys, the 
Richardson, Harris, Dunstan, Remarkables, Hector, Eyre, 
and Garvie mountains, and the Rock and Pillar Range. 
Pastoral leases also dominate the vast mountainscapes of 
the inland tussock basins of the eastern South Island, and 
encirclealmostevery high country lake from LakeTennyson 
in the north to Lake Wakatipu in  the south. 

kilometres of 4WD tracks on pastoral lease lands which, 
following tenure review, could provide some of the best 
terrain in New Zealand for activities like mountain-biking, 
horse-trekking and (where appropriate) 4WD excursions. 
Indeed, these possible future recreation opportunities need 
to be considered when a property is investigated under the 
tenure review process. 

Such is the importance of much of these areas for nature 
conservation and public recreation, that FMC believes that 
some 14 new national and conservation parks could result I 
from the tenure review process. -BOARD, 
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AND EVANS BEYOND. PHOTO: KEVIN BOEKHOLT/HEOGEHOC HOUSE 
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St  James pastoral lease lies northwest of Hanmer 
Springs, flanking the southern part of Nelson 
Lakes National Park. Within the lease are the 
entire eastern side of the Spenser Mountains, the 
whole of the St James and Opera ranges, and 
the headwaters of two of the major rivers of the 
north-eastern South Island (the Waiau and 
Clarence). It is the largest pastoral lease in the 
country (76,500 hectares) and unique in the way 
its western boundary extends to the very crest of 
the Main Divide. In many respects S t  lames 
typifies the kinds of high country recreation that 
are often not available to the public as of right 
but are dependent on the lessee allowingaccess. 

Because of itsvaried alpine terrain and potentially 
easy access, St James offers magnificent scope 
for tramping and mountaineering. While the 
focus at present tends to be on the popular S t  

James Walkway and peaks at the southern end 
of the Spenser Mountains (Faerie Queene and 
Cloriana), some 11 different tramping routes 
within S t  James Station are described in Sven 
Brabyn's guide 'Tramping in the South Island - 
Nelson Lakes to Arthur's Pass (1 995)'. The ranges 
and valleys of S t  James also provide extensive 
terrain for hunting deer, chamois and pigs. And 
the Amuri Skifield is located within the 

boundaries of the S t  James pastoral lease. 

The rivers and lakes of S t  lames also constitute a 
major recreational resource. The upper parts of 
the Waiau River have been rated by the New 
Zealand Fish and Came Council as "one of the 
best wilderness fisheries in North Canterbury". 
There i s  also excellent lake fishing in lakes 
Tennyson and Cuyon. And Graham Egarr's 
'South Island Rivers - A Guide for Canoeists, 
Kayakers and Rafters (1995)' ranks the Waiau 
River below the Ada River confluence as "the 
best trip in Canterbury north of the Rangitata 
Gorge". 

Although currently restricted by access difficulties, 
the spacious valley of the upper Waiau River and 
easy passes linking it t o  the Hanmer-Lake 
Tennyson road provide outstanding terrain for 
activities like mountain-biking and horse- 

A TRAMPER ENJOYING WINTER CONDlTlONS ON THE ST JMIES RANGE. THERE IS GREAT FOTEMW IN 

THE ST JMES PASTORAL LEASE NOT ONLY FOR TRAMPING, BUT FOR MOUMAIN-BIKING, HORSE- 

TEKKINC AND CLIMBINC. PHOTO: SHAUN BARNE~BUCK ROB~N PHOTOGRAPHY I 

LOOKING INTO THE CHRISTOPHER VALLEY, FROM THE ST JAMS WALKWAY. TMPERS HAVE ACCESS 

ovrR ST JMES STATION ON THE WALKWAY, BUT THERE ARE VAST AREAS OF THE P ~ O R A L  LEASE WR 

WHICH ACCESS CURRENTLY REQUIRES THE PERMISSION OF THE RUN-HOLDER. PHOTO: ANDY DENNIS 

trekking. -a OF MIS ~QUIS ITE  MOUNTAIN WCE LIE IN NEW LM NATIONAL PARK, THE -RN SLOFS 

ARE PART OF THE ST ]*ME PM70RAL LWE. PHOTO: SMUN BARNEITIBMCK ROBIN F%lOTCCRMW 



8. AN FMC VISION FOR 

In the South Island, forested valleys close to and west of the 
main divide, and alpine areas, are well represented in  
Fiordland, Mount Aspiring, Westland, AorakiIMount Cook, 
Arthur's Pass and Nelson Lakes national parks. In contrast, 
pastoral leases dominatethe high country eastofthe Southern 
Alps, interspersed by a scattering of national parks, forest 
parks and other conservation areas, most of which are 
dominated by beech-forested valleys close to the main divide. 

Tenure review accordingly presents a unique opportunity 
to establish a much more balanced network of protected 
mountain lands and in doing so open up large tracts of 
magnificent high country terrain for public use and 
enjoyment. 

The first steps in this direction came with the newly-created 
Korowai-Torlesse and Te Papanui Tussocklands 
Conservation Parks. Below are examples of other parks that 
FMC believes could be created as a result of tenure review, 
with the five highest priority areas listed first. It is also 
important to note these parks are not the 'be-all and end- 
all' of FMC's vision for tenure review. Many high country 
areas with important recreation and conservation values 
will not easily fit into the parks suggested here, but deserve 
conservation status in other forms of reserve. 

i. Ohau Conservation Park (Canterbury) 
This huge areacomprising200,000 hectaresof magnificent mountain ranges, including the Ben Ohau Range. The 
eastern Southern Alps terrain extends from Lake Hawea in  creation of a large conservation park in this area would 
the west to Lake Pukaki in the east. It includes the Dingle, integrate the existing but scattered areas of Stewardship - - 
Ahuriri, Temple and Huxley River valleys and intervening Land (formerly State Forest) in the Dingleburn and Ahuriri, 

Huxley, Hopkins and Dobson River 
. ,.,. ,., 

. . .,alleys and around Lake Ohau. 
:ecreational potential and opportunities 

within this vast area are almost limitless. 
Peaks such as M t  Strauchan, M t  
McKenzie, Mt Huxley and M t  Barth offer 
great climbing, while the valleys provide 
opportunities for extended tramping, 
pass-hopping and mountain bike trips as 
well as hunting, wilderness fishing, 
kayaking and rafting. 

MT UNA, AT 2300M HIGHEST PEAK IN THE SPENSER MOUNTAINS, LIE5 HALF IN NELSON LAKE NATIONAL PARK M D  

HALF IN ST J IU~E STATION. PHOTO: SHAUN BARNEITIBUCK ROBIN PHOTOGWPHY ii. Spenser Mountains/ 
S t  James (Canterbuy) 
The 76,500-hectare S t  James pastoral 
lease extends westwards from the upper 
Clarence Valley to the crest of the Main 
Divide from Ada Pass just north of the 
Lewis Pass to the headwaters of the 
Clarence River above Lake Tennyson. For 
the reasons outlined earlier in this 
booklet, FMC regards S t  James as one of 
the highest priorities among pastoral 
leases for Crown whole-property purchase 
and protection (see Case Study 7B). 



iii. Upper RangitataIMt Arrowsmith 
Ashburton Lakes (Canterbury) 

This area, which includes the headwaters of the Rangitata 
River (including the Havelock, Clyde and Lawrence rivers), 
the Arrowsmith Mountains and Ashburton Lakes, ranks as 
one of the foremost candidates for an "eastern high country 
national park", with conservation land on the Main Divide, 
the Jollie Range and the Arrowsmith Range forming the 
nucleusof such a park. Climbing, tramping, fishing, hunting, 
mountain biking and raftingare major recreational pursuits 
in the area. 

v. Kai koura conservation park 
(Marl borough) 

While DoC administers almost 45% of the Nelson1 
Marlborough region, south of the Wairau River DoC 
manages only 15% of the land -this despite the fact that 
southern Marlborough is one of the country's five most 
important areas for biodiversity and endemism. Tenure 
review o f  the Clarence Reserve pastoral lease on the 
Seaward Kaikoura Range resulted in more than 40,000 

U 

hectares being transferred to DoC management. This, 
together with a proposed allocation of up to 15,000 hectares . . 

of another run on the Clarence River side of the Inland 
Kaikoura Range, would constitute a major milestone for 
conservation and backcountry recreation in Southern 
Marlborough. Together, with other pastoral lands, these 
could provide the basis for a Kaikoura conservation park, 
thereby securing another link in what eventually will be 
the most significant east-west, coast-to-coast sequence of 
protected lands anywherein New Zealand. 

S c ~ l S l  OUTCROP NEAR MT TENNYSON, ON THE WESTERN 

SIDE OF THE CARVIE MOUNTAINS. PHOTO: KELVIN LLOM) 

iv. Kopuwai Conservation Park/ 
Old Man Range (Otago) 

The Old Man Range lies to the west of the Clutha River 
valley between Alexandra and Roxburgh and merges into 
the Umbrella Mountains to the south and the Old Woman 
Range to the north. Easily accessible from Roxburgh and 
Alexandra, the Old Man Range offers many opportunities 
for upland recreation in summer and winter - including 
cross-country skiing, tramping, mountain biking and horse 
riding. As part of an extended upland area which also 
includes the Garvies Mountains, its high diversity of 
landscapes, plant communities and recreational 
opportunities may be significant enough to merit national 
parkstatus. FMC promoted this area as a 'winter wilderness' 
in its 1981 publication on wilderness areas. 



FMC PROPOSED HIGH 
COUNTRY PARKS 
* existing high country parks 

2. SPENSER MOUNTAINS/ST JAMES 

13. LEWlS PASS EASTERN GATEWAY 

- 
Lake Surnner 

3. UPPER RANGITATA/ARROWSMITH 

11. HARRIS MOUNTAINS 

10. RICHARDSON 
TUSSOCKLANDS 
CONSERVATION PARK * 

a 9. PlSA RANGE 

* 12. DUNSTAN MOUNTAINS 

8. ROCK AND PILLAR 

+ 4. KOPUWAIIOLD MAN RANGE 

Gore 

TE PAPANUI TUSSOCKLANDS 
CONSERVATION PARK * 



vi. Eyre Mountains Conservation 
Park (OtagoISouthland) 

vii.Remarkables Conservation Park 
(Otago) 

The existing Eyre Mountains Conservation Area is situated The Remarkables form the jagged backdrop to 
in northern Southland between the headwaters of the Oreti Queenstown, one of New Zealand's most familiar scenic 
and Mataura Rivers. Tothe north liesa largearea of pastoral icons. A Remarkables Conservation Park extending 
leasehold land on the western side of Lake Wakatipu which southwards from the Remarkables skifield in the Rastus 
has very high conservation value and recreation potential. Burn. to the southern end of the Hector Mountains would 

viii. Rock and Pillar 
Conservation Park (Otago) 

The Rock and Pillar Range is the most coastal of Central 

offer superb, easily accessible opportunities for both 
summer and winter recreation (skiing, climbing, tramping, 
mountain biking). 

THE DRAMATIC SCENERY OF THE REMARKABLE, 

- 
Otago's schist block mountains. Along wi th the 
neighbouring Lammerlaw Range to the south, it has amongst I 
the most intact, unmodified belt of snow tussock grassland 
of any of Otago's block mountains. Close proximity to 
Dunedin (one hour's drive away) also means it has very 
high recreation values. I 



ix. Pisa Range Conservation Park 
(Otago) 

The Pisa Range is a classic block-faulted mountain range 
rising to 2000m between the Clutha and Cardrona valleys, 
extending in a northerly direction from the Kawarau Gorge 
to Luggate in the Upper Clutha basin. The extensive rolling 
terrain on the crest of the range has legal public access in a 
number of places (although the best practical access is  via 
private roads.) The range offers excellent opportunities for 
walking, mountain biking and cross-country skiing. It has 
been heavily degraded by pastoral use. 

A LONE CROSS-COUNTRY SKIER ON 

THE P I S  RANGE AT suNstl. I 
PHOTO: COLIN MONTEATH/HEDCEHOC HOUSE 

X. Richardson Mountains (Otago) 
The Richardson Mountains extend from Glenorchy to 
Lochnagar and lie between the Rees and Shotover Rivers. 

I m m I With many peaks over 2000m in height, the area ranks 

very highly in terms of both nature conservation and 
recreation potential. FMC believes that up to 100,000- 
hectares of pastoral lease land could be returned to full 
public ownership either as an extension to Mount Aspiring 
National Park, or as a new Richardson Mountains 
Conservation Park. As well as climbing, there is excellent 
tramping, a number of huts, and some mountain biking 
opportunities. 

THE RICWRDSON MOUNTAINS DIVIDE THE RE& VALLEY 
FROM THE SHOTOVER VALLEY. PHOTO: CMIG POTON 

I 

xi. Harris Mountains (Otago) 
The Harris Mountains lie just east of the Richardson 
Mountains, between the Shotover and Matukituki Rivers. 
This is another area of mountains over 2000m in height, 
and very importantto recreation. Climbing, tramping, cross- 
country skiing are major recreational pursuits possible in 
the area, and it is again another possible extension to Mount 
Aspiring National Park. 

THE HAERIS MOUNTAINS OFFER SOME SPECTACULAR 

COUNTRY FOR CLIMBING, TWMPING, HLI-SKIING AND 

CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING. PHOTO: CWIG POTTON 



xii. Dunstan Mountains (Otago) 
The Dunstans are a typical Central Otago block mountain range rising to about 1500m between the Upper Clutha and the 
Manuherikia valley. The range offers many opportunities for tramping and mountain biking. 

a.. . 'i...____;_l 
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xiii. Lewis Pass eastern gateway 
(Canterbury) 

The eastern side of the Lewis Pass provides a gradual 
transition from the wholly natural landscapes of the Lewis 
Pass National Reserve to the generally bare or broorn- 
infested country east of the confluence of the Hope and 
Waiau rivers. Natural lands in current leases could form 
significant additions to Lake Sumner Forest Park, as has 
recently happened to4000ha in the upper Hope, Doubtful, 
and Boyle Rivers, formerly part of Poplars Station. 

xiv. Southern tributaries of the 
upper Wairau (Marlborough) 

Much of the Rainbow pastoral lease, immediately east of 
Nelson Lakes National Park, is now confined to the floors 
of the upper Wairau and Rainbow valleys, and as such 
constitutes a thin sliver of grazing country penetrating 50 
kilometres southwards into this othelwise comprehensively 
protected region. Although providing magnificent terrain 
for tramping, hunting, fishing, mountain biking and 
kayaking, access difficulties have largely denied public 
enjoyment of this area which could easily meetthe criteria 
for an eastern extension of Nelson Lakes National Park. 

I 

PASTORAL LEASE LANDS, SUCH AS THEE PICTURED IN THE LOWER HOPE VALLEV, Accrss ro CONSERVATION UND, SUCH AS THIS CAMPSITE IN THE HEAD OF HELLFIRE 
WOULD MAKE A GOOD ADDITION TO LAKE SUMNER FOREST PARK. S T R ~ M ,  RAGLAN RANGES, IS CURRENTLY ONLY POSSIBLE THROUGH THE RAINBOW 

PASTORAL LEASE PHOTO: STEVE BAKER/~MCK ROBIN PHOTOGRAPHY 



- THE FMC VISION 
Times change and understanding deepens. The mountains recognise that great areas of the high country have little or 
are eternal, and their plants hardy against snow, drought noagricultural value, butinstead havegreater value for other 
and flood. But for all that, the high country is as fragile as it purposes, such as recreation, conservation and water yield. 
is  beautiful, and the evidence is clear that over great areas 
pastoralism is entirely inappropriate. It is  clear too, that as 
pastoral leases continue to be sold to wealthy new owners 
-often without farming backgrounds -that the traditional 
readiness of runholders to allow public access is being 
eroded. Under the law there is no right of public access t o  
any pastoral land, despite the fact that they are publicly 
owned lands. 

Some sort of pastoral lease tenure review simply must occur. 
It is occurring already. It should be fair to the lessees who 
may have lived on and loved that land all their lives. It should 
be fair also to the Crown and public who remain the 
ultimate owners. But it must now recognise environmental 
realities. And while acknowledging the continuing 
importance of sustainable agriculture, it should also 

Sensible outcomes after the completion of more tenure 
reviews should result in significant conservation gains for 
ecosystems that have until recently had low representation 
in our network of protected natural areas. Recovery of 
upland tussockgrasslands can be expected to increase water 
yield in summer, benefiting lowland rivers and irrigation 
schemes. 

Finally there is enormous potential for public use and 
enjoyment of these new conservation lands. Many are much 
closer to the urban populations on the east coast than are 
present national parks and as such provide much potential 
to greatly increase public opportunity for climbing, 
tramping, fishing, hunting, mountain biking and cross- 
country skiing. 

1. Tenure reriews should continue, and be facilitatd and 
encouraged by the Crown. 

2. More rexrurces and staff should beallocated to tenure 
review, 'ally sjnee the number of lessees seeking 
review is  increasing. The quality of tenure review 
outwrner must howerer be high, and eriwgh time 
given for NGOs to be actively in&d in tlre p m .  

3. The Crown rhoold be prepared to purchase -in 
important leases outright. The later freeholding of 
produdive land included in h leases wwid go a 
good way to cover purefuse m&. A rwiew5 
mightbeof individual leases, the rrv iewpww~s h 1 8  
take a twoader approach, cawden'ngenhre r a n p  and 

6 .  Covenants canno(. be used as pmtecfive mechanism 
over large areas of freehold lad. Only small parcels of 
land are suitable for QEll covenants. 

7. The presence of pertr and weeds shouM not necessarily 
be a barrier to return of lewehoid land to full Crown 
wmeljhip and fontml. L a d  with high erosion 
h u k l  remain in CM crwnerdrip, with a long-term 
aim of restoring natiw ve-tion cover. 

8. Rent& rhoukl be a d j d  to m a r k  rates, unless t h e  
are good reasarts for not doing W. 

9. An independent review of decisims made by the 
Camminioner of Crown Lands should be available. 

geographic blocks. 10. Public interestppsshouM continue tobe given ear& 

. Condibons of sale of pastoral leases should indude a ~ottfication of tmpending zenurs: retlew popmatr, and 

requirement rhar the new lessee commit the lease to be p a r a n d  accers to pastoral leases undergoing t k  

the tenure review ~toces. review prrmen. h finanaal asristance, recogniung 
their financial outlay and contribution to thebublic . Commitment to tenure review shouid be irrwocable, god ,  wuld h welcome and appropriate. If the CPL 

or at least withdrawal fmm tenure review should be M is . WC05 such as F M  and Forest & Bird I I penaked. I 

The high county stirs the hearts of many New Zealanders, on the flats of improved pasture below, quiet trees and 
as itstirred thoseofthe pioneers. We wanttoseethecountry well-filled barns, houses wherechildren grow up to healthy 
they saw and loved, and have some little taste of its beauty rural lives. But let the mountains above be the domain of 
and challenge, hardship and adventure. Our days in these native creatures and plants, and places of refuge open for 
high places are like those of Samuel Butler's shepherd, half the tramper, hunter, mountain biker, climber or skier. With 
the life of a dog, half that of an emperor. comparatively little trouble or expense the legitimate interest 

FMC is no enemy of prosperity. Let there be plump stock of all parties can be respected. 



T-~ms ON THE CLOUDY PEAK RANGE, WITH THE HAVELOCK VALLEY BELOW, AND MT D'ARCHIAC ( 2 8 6 5 ~ )  IN THE DISTANCE. 

THIS ARM, FORMERLY PART OF A HIGH COUNTRY LWE, IS NOW PART OF THE CONSEMION ESTATE. FMC srumrs M*NY OTHER 

SUCH ARMS WITH HIGH RECREATION AND CONSERVATION VALUES ALSO NEED TO BE ADDED TO THE CONSERVATION ESTATE. 
PHOTC 




